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Supply Chain Excellence – Strategies and Solutions for the Wind Market.

Ingenics Study Promotes Future Development
in the Wind Energy Industry.
Customer satisfaction, quality and efficien-

levels, creating equally high material costs.

always include statements about adher-

cy can be significantly improved without a

Using a just-in-time delivery system for

ence to schedules and production quality

major investment.

large machine parts can significantly re-

standards. Automation at some level can

duce capital commitment. For less expen-

also help here.

The results are in! Ingenics recently complet-

sive parts and materials, a need-based re-

ed its highly anticipated global wind study,

plenishment schedule can be built, based

The full results of the Ingenics Wind Study

gathering input from manufacturers around

on the proven kanban system.

are now available, and offer more tangible

the world. What we found was enlightening:

•	Instead

of worrying about long cycle times,

strategies to help wind companies imple-

the wind industry needs to reduce capital,

companies in the wind industry should be

ment best practices for process improve-

and strengthen its supply chain. But that

focused on streamlining production pro-

ment, establish benchmarks for success,

may not be as difficult as it sounds. Here

cesses. A systematic process analysis can

and more. Email us at ContactICA@ingenics.

are some opportunities the study revealed:

help to clearly define procedures, which

com or call 678-528-7042 to obtain a copy.

of its global nature, the wind

nication, and of course, increase produc-

industry is subject to high transportation

tion quality. Standards, in production and

sloppy controlling; minimal risk manage-

leader training program, one of the most

ject management is essential to ensure a

ment; and more.

popular courses in our Ingenics Academy.

costs, which also translate to long lead

administration, will help to assign clear

less common for companies to take advan-

Coming to the rescue are some new in-

Ultimately, we know that effective project

times and increased damage potential.

responsibilities.

tage of existing best practices. That could

dustry standards that point companies in

management isn’t magic, and it’s not in-

soon change, thanks to the recent release

the right direction, including DIN 69901

The solution: outsourcing transport services to a third party, to maximize efficiency across the board.
•	Another

efficiency drain: high inventory

•	Mistakes

and friction losses can only be

evitable for projects to run over in time and

avoided through clear contractual coor-

of new DIN and ISO norms designed to

(project management), DIN 31000 (risk

cost. The simple truth is that optimization

Logistical metrics (stocks, costs, etc.)

help raise project management standards

management), and Critical Chain PM

dination between the supplier and the

techniques work here, just as they do in

OEM. That’s why supply contracts must

Non-redundant, integrated information systems

across the board.

PRINCE (Projects in Critical Environment).

other parts of a business. Our approach is

But how can companies prepare to actual-

to analyze the status quo, then develop a

To be fair, it’s not for lack of effort or good

ly take advantage of these best practices,

guide to achieving desired goals – using

intention that deficiencies are still prev-

and effectively implement them in their

the new standards to direct us each step

alent; many companies have, in fact,

own environment? Enter Ingenics.

of the way. In doing so, we focus not only

Key success factors at a glance:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New Standards Pave Way for Improvements.
It’s commonly agreed that efficient pro-

will ultimately save time, improve commu•	Because

Project Management That Delivers.

Clearly defined customer and supplier relationships
Coordinated production and logistics philosophies
Logistics-driven production processes
Just-in-time and need-based inventory systems
Intelligent provision and supply concepts

Achieving Material Efficiency to Reduce Costs Overall:
Let the Government Help!

project's success. But unfortunately, it’s

tried to make effective project management their number one priority. But in the

on addressing internal structures but

Simply Effective

pursuit of perfection, they have created

mainly also team members, ensuring that
there will be full user acceptance at every

Buying material is one of the biggest cost

cess of determining how a company can

grants and subsidies for material efficiency

tool after tool to address growing demands

At Ingenics, we’re proud to say that our

level. The end result combines proven

factors in modern manufacturing; which

become more efficient in its use of mate-

programs. In Germany, for example, the

in ever shorter periods of time. While

customers not only achieve, but often

tools with professional skill building and

means it’s also an area that has the poten-

rials can have an added bonus: it can un-

German Material Efficiency Agency (demea)

powerful, these tools are often more

exceed, their goals when it comes to

the development of a corporate culture

tial for tremendous savings, if manufac-

cover additional hidden streamlining

has launched a support program that

complicated than they need to be, and

planning, improving efficiencies, and

that extends across both managers and

turers can find ways to optimize and stream-

potential for processes and costs. The

covers up to 67 percent of the initial anal-

end up being largely unused. The higher

training projects. We believe that part

employees.

line it.

bottom line: a small initial investment

ysis, creating a great incentive for compa-

the system's complexity increases, the

of this success is due to Ingenics' project

in assessing material efficiency delivers

nies to take the plunge.

lower the user acceptance, proving the

management philosophy. We aim to

Contact us to find out more about how

whole effort futile.

equip clients with simple tools to solve

we can support you with deep industry

It all comes down to material efficiency.

significant, tangible cost savings and

Using materials efficiently can not only slash

long-term ROI.

a manufacturer’s acquisition costs; it can

To find out more about material efficiency

complex problems, not vice versa. And

insight, and with the professional change

and the availability of public grants in your

The result: ambiguous goal definition;

we seek to extend that philosophy across

management skills to get the most out of
the new certifications.

also reduce expenses for transportation,

To make the process even easier, many

region, or for assistance with your grant

missing or outdated action plans; cost

every project they take on. This very

energy and waste disposal. And the pro-

countries around the world also offer

application, contact Ingenics today.

and time inefficiencies; quality concerns;

notion is at the heart of our project

